GUIDE TO HOSTING A SAFER EVENT

Any event carries the risk of transmitting COVID-19. Here are a few guidelines to reduce risk if your organization decides to host an in-person event.

RULES & REGULATIONS

- Follow state law and campus policies regarding alcohol service and COVID-19 safety.
- Support friends who choose not to attend social events due to concerns about exposure.
- Wear a mask.

GET OUTSIDE

- Whenever possible, hold events outside.
- If the event must be inside, ensure the guest list is limited so guests can stay 6 feet apart.

DRINKS & SNACKS

- Provide individually packaged snacks.
- Provide individual beverages or designate a member to serve guests if a common container is used.

KEEP IT CLEAN

- Designate members to sanitize the space before, during, and after the event.
- Ensure hand sanitizer and soap are easily available for guests.
- Avoid games where cups are shared.

MUSIC

Lower music volume so guests can talk without standing close.